Linear decay of relative blood volume during ultrafiltration predicts hemodynamic instability.
Relative blood volume (RBV) changes during hemodialysis (HD) are poorly understood. We wish to define characteristics of RBV profiles at different hydration states predictive of hemodynamic instability. Thirty patients underwent online RBV monitoring during an HD session with intermittent ultrafiltration (UF) pulses administered until the onset of hypotension. The RBV decay constant (tau) was derived from curve fitting. Linear divergence, the net deviation of the RBV curve during UF from predicted linear decay, was computed from initial 1-minute slopes. The best correlation with proximity to dry weight (PDW) was provided by linear divergence (r = 0.817; P < 0.001), its major determinant in multiple regression analysis. Other predictors were RBV at initiation of UF pulse, UF pulse volume, and UF decay constant (tau(UF)). These parameters were significantly different in UF pulses within 1 kg and 1 kg or greater of dry weight. There were no correlations with refill parameters. The occurrence of hypotension was not different at RBVs less than 90% (7.4%) or 90% or greater (5.3%). tau(UF), linear divergence, RBV at initiation of UF pulse (all P < 0.001), and UF decay amplitude (P < 0.01) were different between hypotensive and normotensive UF pulses. Hypotension was the only independent predictor of tau(UF) (R2 = 0.40; P < 0.001). The only independent predictor of linear divergence was PDW (R2 = 0.667; P < 0.001). Approaching dry weight, the RBV decline during UF switched from exponential to linear decay, probably indicating failing vascular refill. Monitoring deviation from linearity may allow improved hemodynamic stability and attainment of optimal post-HD weight.